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Theory predicts that bottom-heavy biomass pyramids or ‘stacks’ should pre-

dominate in real-world communities if trophic-level increases with body size

(mean predator-to-prey mass ratio (PPMR) more than 1). However, recent

research suggests that inverted biomass pyramids (IBPs) characterize

relatively pristine reef fish communities. Here, we estimated the slope of a

kelp forest fish community biomass spectrum from underwater visual

surveys. The observed biomass spectrum slope is strongly positive, reflec-

ting an IBP. This is incongruous with theory because this steep positive

slope would only be expected if trophic position decreased with increasing

body size (consumer-to-resource mass ratio, less than 1). We then used d15N

signatures of fish muscle tissue to quantify the relationship between trophic

position and body size and instead detected strong evidence for the oppo-

site, with PPMR � 1650 (50% credible interval 280–12 000). The natural

history of kelp forest reef fishes suggests that this paradox could arise

from energetic subsidies in the form of movement of mobile consumers

across habitats, and from seasonally pulsed production inputs at small

body sizes. There were four to five times more biomass at large body sizes

(1–2 kg) than would be expected in a closed steady-state community

providing a measure of the magnitude of subsidies.
1. Introduction
Half a century of temperate and tropical reef science has yielded a wealth of

knowledge regarding how species interactions shape community ecology, yet

our ability to predict community size-structure remains constrained by a lack

of empirical data and adequate theoretical treatment [1–3]. Inverted biomass

pyramids (IBPs), where the biomass of large predatory fishes far outweighs

biomass at smaller body sizes and lower trophic-levels, have been reported

on relatively pristine reefs in the remote tropical Pacific [1,4]. Such IBPs may

be the baseline ecosystem state for reef fish communities in the absence of

human exploitation [1]. However, the plausibility of such top-heavy configur-

ations has been debated [2,3]. Recent work demonstrating the equivalence of

biomass pyramids and biomass spectra highlights that, in size-structured

assemblages, where trophic-level increases with body size, biomass distri-

butions should be ‘stacks’ or bottom-heavy pyramids, and not strongly

inverted [3]. Furthermore, natural history suggests that fish communities tend

to be strongly size-structured because indeterminate growth and gape-limited

size-selective predation predominate among fishes [5,6]. Hence, the empirical

evidence of IBPs on reefs presents an interesting paradox.

Biomass spectra (and other forms of individual body-size distributions)

provide a powerful means for understanding how size-based energy flow com-

bines with physical and biotic conditions to shape ecological communities [7,8].

Individual metabolic rates (and thus energy requirements) scale predictably

with body mass (M ) as M0.75 [9], and the energetic equivalence rule constrains

energy use to be similar across body sizes within a single trophic-level [10,11].
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Hence, the distribution of abundance and biomass across

body sizes in multi-trophic-level communities is fundamen-

tally constrained by how efficiently energy is transferred

between trophic-levels, and by how trophic-level is related

to body size [12]. The first constraint—usually referred to as

trophic transfer efficiency (TE)—is not thought to vary

widely and typically ranges between 10 and 12% [13,14].

The second constraint—the relationship between trophic-

level and body size—is determined by how large, on average,

predators are relative to their prey, or the average community

predator-to-prey mass ratio (PPMR). These processes are

summarized in the following equation, which predicts the

equilibrium biomass spectrum slope b that results from a

given combination of TE and PPMR:

b ¼ 0:25þ logðTEÞ
logðPPMRÞ :

This model, termed the energetic equivalence hypothesis

with trophic transfer correction (EEH with TTC [15]), provides

an extremely useful null model for understanding the

processes that shape size-structured communities [3,7,12].

Because TE cannot exceed 1 (i.e. production pyramids are

bottom-heavy), log(TE)/log(PPMR) will always be negative

if PPMR is more than 1, and biomass spectrum slopes are

therefore constrained to be less than 0.25 (abundance spec-

trum slopes ,20.75, as the slope of the biomass spectrum

is equal to the slope of the abundance spectrum þ 1 [3,12])

if trophic-level increases with body size. The EEH with TTC

framework is also applicable for predicting community

size-structure in situations where trophic-level decreases
rather than increases with increasing body size (e.g. [16]),

although in such situations the relationship between

trophic-level and body size is more appropriately expressed

as a consumer-to-resource mass ratio (CRMR) rather than PPMR.

Biomass pyramids and biomass spectra are equivalent

and interchangeable; negative biomass spectrum slopes

correspond to bottom-heavy pyramids, positive slopes corre-

spond to inverted pyramids, and slopes of zero (‘flat’ spectra)

represent biomass stacks or columns [3]. Hence the ecological

processes, summarized by TE and PPMR, that determine

the slopes of biomass spectra also determine ecological

pattern—the shapes of biomass pyramids. Across body sizes

from plankton to fishes, biomass spectra tend to be flat in

pelagic marine ecosystems in the absence of exploitation,

indicating biomass stacks or columns [17]. Slopes become

more negative or less positive as anthropogenic impacts

selectively remove large-bodied individuals and species,

and often indirectly benefit smaller bodied ones—leading to

increasingly bottom-heavy pyramids [7,18].

Fish predators tend to be two to four orders of magnitude

larger than their prey [19], but there are few empirical estimates

of community PPMR. PPMR can be calculated from the slope of

the empirical relationship between trophic position and body

size using stable isotope data [20]. Available community-wide

PPMR estimates predominantly come from fishes (and in one

case, invertebrates) in pelagic and soft-sediment demersal

systems, where values have fallen within the expected

range of hundreds to thousands [5,7,21]. These PPMRs,

combined with TEs of approximately 10%, lead to flat

biomass spectra and biomass columns. Because there are no

empirical estimates of PPMR for reef fish communities, it is
difficult to infer how the process of size-based energy flows

underlies observed patterns of community structure on reefs.

Marine communities are energetically open at local to

regional scales, owing to both wide dispersal of zooplankton

and small fishes and the ranging of larger fishes, across

spatial scales ranging from tens to thousands of kilometres

[22,23]. The concentration and flow of the smallest and

largest size classes can constitute local ecological subsidies

(i.e. locally inverted production pyramids), yet despite the

longstanding recognition of these phenomena—the relative

importance of ecological subsidies has been largely over-

looked at community and ecosystem scales [3,24]. Recent

developments suggest that the EEH with TTC framework

can be used as a null model to detect and measure local

subsidies, for example, from Pacific salmon carcasses to

streamside soil foodwebs [25].

Here, we seek to understand whether the pattern of

observed fish community structure is consistent with the preda-

tion process represented by PPMR for fishes in the rocky reef

kelp forests of Haida Gwaii, a remote archipelago located off

British Columbia, on Canada’s northwest coast (electronic

supplementary material, figure S1). Kelp forests and coral

reefs differ from pelagic systems in that energy is derived

from multiple sources of external and local production, and in

the presence of habitat-forming foundation species. Temperate

kelp forests specifically provide a highly contrasting ecosystem,

relative to pelagic and soft-sediment systems that have been

studied to date, in which to explore biomass spectra and

PPMR. Knowledge of PPMR will illuminate how size-based

energy flows underlie community structure in rocky reef kelp

forests. A near-zero or weakly negative biomass spectrum

slope (stack or pyramid) combined with an estimated commu-

nity PPMR in the order of hundreds to thousands would be

concurrent with theory, and with previous observations in

pelagic ecosystems. Alternatively, a high positive biomass

spectrum slope (inverted pyramid), in combination with a nega-

tive relationship between trophic-level and body size (CRMR

between 0 and 1), would be more consistent with what has

been observed in detritivorous benthic infauna communities

[16]. If neither of these scenarios are supported (i.e. high positive

biomass spectrum slope combined with positive PPMR), and

assuming EEH with TTC is correct, this implies that the scale

of observation does not match the scale at which production

enters and moves through the community. Given that off-reef

production is often important for sustaining on-reef fish bio-

mass (e.g. [22,26]) such mismatch may be likely. Hence,

knowledge of how PPMR corresponds to biomass spectrum

slope will provide fundamental new insights into the processes

underlying patterns of fish community structure on reefs.
2. Material and methods
This study was undertaken within and around the Gwaii Haanas

National Marine Conservation Area Reserve and Haida Heritage

Site, on Haida Gwaii, British Columbia, Canada (electronic sup-

plementary material, figure S1). Despite the remote location, both

commercial and indigenous food fisheries occur in this area.

(a) Underwater visual census of kelp forest fish size
and abundance

Fish communities were surveyed visually using belt-transects at

12 sites; three sites nested within each of four locations (Louise,
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Lyell, Kunghit East and Kunghit West; electronic supplementary

material, figure S1) annually for 4 years (additional detail on

survey methodology provided in the electronic supplementary

material). Lengths of individual fishes observed on transects

were estimated visually to the nearest centimetre. To ensure

accuracy of length estimates, observers were trained by estimating

the size of known-length objects underwater (following [27])

and carried a measuring pole (an 80 cm length of PVC pipe,

labelled with cm increments, and mounted at the end of a

1.5 m pole, as per [28]), which was used to both directly measure

fishes where possible, and to self-check visual estimates.

Individual weights were then calculated using species-specific

length–weight conversions from FishBase (www.fishbase.org).
 oc.R.Soc.B
283:20160816
(b) Biomass spectra
We fit biomass spectra as hierarchical linear models to account

for the spatially and temporally nested structure of the survey

data using the R package lme4 [29]. Before model fitting, we nar-

rowed the size fraction used for analysis to the range of body

sizes that can be surveyed effectively with underwater visual

transects. Small fishes (&15 cm) are subject to poor detectability

in visual surveys [30], hence we used the corresponding mass

of 32 g as the lower size cut-off for inclusion in analyses

(additional detail provided in [8]). Only three fish larger than

2048 g were observed across all surveys, hence we excluded

them and set this mass as our upper cut-off. Between our mass

limits of 32–2048 g, we calculated biomass-per log2 size class-

unit-area (B) as follows. All biomass within each of the six log2

body-mass classes (32–64 g, 64–128 g, 128–256 g, 256–512 g,

512–1024 g, 1024–2048 g) was summed across all sites for each

location–year combination (i.e. binned), and divided by the

total area surveyed to give biomass g m22 in each mass class.

We then modelled biomass spectra as hierarchical linear regressions

with the midpoints of the log2 size bins (log2 M) as the predictor

and log2 B as the response. We centred body-mass class about

zero by subtracting the mean prior to model fitting in order to

reduce correlations between the slopes and intercepts (following

[31]). The spatially and temporally nested structure of the data

was accounted for by including both location and year as crossed

random effects with slope allowed to vary randomly with

location, and intercept allowed to vary randomly with both

location and year [8,32].
(c) Stable isotope estimates of individual trophic
allometry

We sampled fishes for stable isotope analysis using hook-and-

line and spear-fishing and collected a total of 234 individuals

of 17 species, spanning a range of 2.6–31 kg mass and 5.8–1.6 m

total length (electronic supplementary material, table S1), and

used d15N measurements as a proxy for the trophic position of

individual fishes. To ensure we had an adequate range of body

sizes to detect relationships between trophic-level and

body size [33], we adopted a targeted collection approach. We

used both hook-and-line and spear-fishing, with standard com-

mercially available pole spears and custom ‘micro’ spears, to

maximize the range of body sizes sampled for the species

which dominated the community.

Fishes were weighed, measured and dissected in the field

and a sample of white muscle was excised from each fish from

the dorsal musculature behind the head. Muscle samples were

immediately frozen for transportation and storage. Muscle

samples were subsequently processed in the laboratory and ana-

lysed for nitrogen and carbon stable isotope composition (d13C

and d15N; analysed by the UC Davis Stable Isotope Facility;

additional details in the electronic supplementary material).
(d) Scaling from individual trophic allometries to the
community-wide predator-to-prey mass ratio

We used a Bayesian hierarchical approach to model the commu-

nity relationship between trophic position and body size, and

estimated the community PPMR from the posterior distribution

of the slope of this relationship (b) as PPMR ¼ 2D15N=b [20].

Adopting a Bayesian hierarchical approach allowed us to account

for the nested structure of the data (species sampled within

locations [32]) and to explicitly incorporate important sources

of uncertainty, including instrument error in measurements of

d15N and uncertainty in the assumed rate of d15N fractionation

(D15N). We assumed a normal distribution for D15N with a

mean of 3.2 and standard deviation of 1. The value of 3.2 has

been recommended as an assumed value for fish white muscle

tissue [34], and adding a wide standard deviation around this

assumed mean encompasses the other widely recommended

value of 3.4 [35], as well as making our PPMR estimate robust

to emerging evidence that fractionation rate may vary with

body size and species (although such variation is likely to be

small within the range of body sizes considered here [36,37]).

Our model allowed slope to vary randomly with species, and

intercept to vary randomly with both species and location. We

used non-informative priors on the slope, intercept, and residual

standard deviation parameters, and weakly informative priors

for random effect standard deviations (half-Cauchy distributions

[38]; additional detail on model specification provided in the

electronic supplementary material) to account and allow for

our limited confidence in species and location effects resulting

from our limited sample sizes.

Sampling for isotope samples was not random, and the rela-

tive number of samples for each species in each bin did not

necessarily reflect the proportional contributions of species to

biomass in each size class in the community. Furthermore,

some species caught via hook-and-line fishing were not observed

on transects. To test whether this biased our results, we con-

ducted a jackknife analysis, excluding one species at a time

from the analysis and re-estimating PPMR (electronic supplemen-

tary material, figure S3). We also evaluated a hierarchical linear

model where individual data points were weighted by the pro-

portional contribution of each species to total biomass in each

size-bin for each location, but ignoring measurement error

(details provided in the electronic supplementary material).
3. Results
We surveyed a total of 203 transects and observed 4537 fishes

between 32 and 2048 g. This included 19 species, predomi-

nantly rockfishes (family Sebastidae) and greenlings (family

Hexagrammidae; figure 1b; electronic supplementary

material, table S1). The estimated biomass spectrum slope

(b) was 0.45 (figure 1a, solid yellow line in figure 2). The

95% confidence intervals around the slope estimate were

0.15–0.75 (hatched yellow area in figure 2), and the marginal

and conditional R2-values were 0.17 and 0.37, respectively. This

positive size spectrum slope implies an ecological pattern

consistent with an IBP. The underlying ecological predation

process deviated markedly from the observed inverted

biomass pattern. Community trophic position, as described

by d15N signatures, increased strongly with body size over

four orders of magnitude in size, ranging from 2.6 to 32 kg

(figure 1b). Based on the slope (b) of this relationship, the

hierarchical Bayesian modelling approach yielded a prob-

ability distribution for community PPMR with a median of

approximately 1650 (95% credible interval approx. 31–29� 104;

figure 2). The jackknife analysis indicated that no single

http://www.fishbase.org
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species had a disproportionate effect on the estimated commu-

nity relationship, as the probability distribution for estimated

PPMR did not change substantially when individual species

were excluded from the model (electronic supplementary

material, figures S2 and S3). In order to check that fishes

with body sizes outside the range included in calculating the

biomass spectrum slope did not have a disproportionate

effect on our PPMR estimate, we re-estimated PPMR only

using isotope data from fishes in the range of body sizes

included in visual surveys (64–2048 g), and obtained a very

similar estimate (PPMR � 1042). The PPMR estimate from the

biomass-weighted hierarchical linear model (5861) had a similar

magnitude to the median estimate from the Bayesian model,

indicating that the lack of biomass weighting in our Bayesian

approach did not bias our estimate of PPMR.

The strongly inverted biomass distribution we observed

(yellow area in figure 2) appears to be energetically unfeasi-

ble given the hypothesized underlying predation process
(PPMR) and reasonable assumed values for TE, unless subsi-

dized from outside the sampling frame. Such a strongly IBP

would require one or other of two conditions: either extre-

mely efficient energy transfer (TE . 0.2, pyramid i in right-

hand panel of figure 2) or for consumers to be smaller than

their resources (CRMR, ,1, left-hand panel of figure 2).

Neither combination of TE or PPMR/CRMR is likely. Instead,

the observed predation-based transfer of energy suggests that

only a stacked or bottom-heavy pyramid distribution of bio-

mass is possible (rectangle s in figure 2). The observed range

of PPMR estimated here is shown by the bottom panel in

figure 2. The intersection of this PPMR distribution with the

likely distribution for TE (as derived from foodweb models;

[13]) is shown by the crosshair in figure 2, which is consistent

with a flat or negative biomass spectrum and hence a stacked

or bottom-heavy biomass pyramid with biomass remaining

similar or decreasing across size classes. Instead we observed

four to five times more biomass in the largest size class
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(1024–2048 g) than in the smallest (32–64 g; figure 1a), this is

clearly unfeasible unless supported by subsidies to the larger

size classes.

A biomass spectrum slope of greater than 0.25 is only

possible if PPMR is less than one, and there was only a

1.5% probability of PPMR being less than 10 given the

posterior distribution on PPMR. Even the lower 95%

confidence interval limit on the estimated biomass spectrum

slope of 0.15 could only be realized in a closed size-structured

community if PPMR was outside the 95% credible interval of

the empirical estimate (more than 105), in combination with a

TE of more than 0.2 (figure 2), which also falls outside the

95% quantiles for estimated TEs from foodweb models

(reported by Pauly & Christensen [13]).
4. Discussion
Here, we report that a temperate reef fish community is struc-

tured as an IBP while, paradoxically, the estimated PPMR

corresponds to expectations for a stack or a slightly bottom-

heavy pyramid. The IBP configuration we observe is similar

to what has been reported for other relatively pristine reef
fish communities (e.g. [1,39]). However, the natural history

of fishes [19,40], our findings here (figure 1), and evidence

from other studies that have empirically estimated PPMR

for fish communities in other ecosystems (e.g. [6,7,21]) all

suggest that fishes tend to be characterized by positive

PPMRs (reflecting size-based energy flow), that should

result in bottom-heavy pyramids or stacks (biomass spectra

with slope � 0). This suggests that other subsidy processes

overwrite local size-based energy flows in these systems.

The natural history of temperate reefs suggests that

energetic subsidies are the most likely explanation for the

mismatch between the observed pattern of community struc-

ture and the underlying process of size-based energy flow

[3,41]. Processes that are likely to subsidize the fish commu-

nities in this study system and facilitate IBPs include the

movement, foraging and aggregation of mobile consumers

across habitats, seasonally pulsed inputs of production at

small body sizes, and multiple energy sources, some of

which potentially enter the community at large body sizes.

We expand on these hypothesized mechanisms below, but

first it is important to emphasize that the extent and

magnitude of energy subsidies are relative to the scale of

observation [3].
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Energetic subsidies have traditionally been defined in

terms of the movement of energy across ecosystem bound-

aries [24,42]. However, in systems that lack clearly defined

ecosystem boundaries (such as reefs) and where the

assemblage is defined by the scale of observation, it is

informative to consider that observed assemblages may be

subsidized by production from outside of the scale of obser-

vation. In this context, a subsidized assemblage is one for

which the sampling scale does not encompass the spatial

and temporal scale of the production that supports it [3,24].

Streams where anadromous salmon provide nutrient subsidies

to local stream and riparian plant and animal communities

provide an example of this concept [25,43]. In this example,

when the scale of observation is the stream, the system is sub-

sidized because the production-base for the nutrients that

salmon bring to streams spans the ocean-basin scale at

which salmon forage. But, if the scale of observation is

expanded to encompass both the ocean basins where

salmon forage at sea, and the streams where they spawn,

the system is no longer subsidized.

A similar (though smaller) mismatch between the spatial

scale of observation and the scale of the production-base is

likely for the kelp forest fish assemblage of Haida Gwaii

(and for reefs in general). Studies of reef fish community

structure commonly implicitly assume that diurnal surveys,

at a single time of year, are representative. But, if there is

an underlying systematic pattern to movements (e.g. diurnal,

tidal or seasonal) that is not accounted for in survey designs,

abundance and biomass estimates may be biased. Temperate

reef-associated fishes typically have ranges with small ‘core

areas’ (tens of metres in diameter; [44]) but may undertake

brief longer range excursions (hundreds of metres to kilo-

metres) to forage [22,44]. The ‘snapshot’ temporal scale of

our surveys means that such foraging excursions are unlikely

to be captured and hence observed communities may be

‘subsidized’ by prey production that occurs at a broader

spatial scale than is represented by the distribution of fishes

on transects. Observations that off-reef production is often

important for sustaining on-reef fish biomass lend support

to this mechanism (e.g. [22,26]). Because the spatial extent

of animal movements scale with body size [23], this spatial

subsidy may be more pronounced for larger bodied individuals.

A mismatch in the temporal scale of production versus

observation is also likely in this highly seasonal system.

Small-bodied pelagic schooling forage fishes, notably Pacific

herring (Clupea pallasii), are an important resource base for

temperate reef fishes [45] but as they are only ephemerally

present for several weeks during the spring each year, they

are not captured in surveys outside this window of time.

During the time that they are present, juvenile Pacific herring

have been observed to dominate rockfish diets (particularly

for larger rockfish; [45]), and both rockfishes [46] and greenl-

ing [47] have been observed to also prey on herring eggs,

which are deposited on macro-algae and rocky substrates in

the inter-tidal and shallow sub-tidal zone during seasonal

spring-spawning events. Owing to the high calorific content

of herring and their eggs, these resources may contribute a

substantial proportion of the annual energy budget of reef

fish in this study system [45]. Similarly, newly recruited

juveniles of reef-associated species are likely to be important

prey for larger fishes, both in our study system and for reef

fish more generally. Empirical evidence from other systems

supports this hypothesis, with significant intra-annual
variation in abundance having been shown for other

temperate reef fish communities [48].

The manner in which energetic subsidies affect commu-

nity size-structure depends upon the body size at which the

production enters local communities, and on whether the

production input is constant or pulsed over time [49]. Subsi-

dies that enter the community at relatively large body sizes

will lead to less bottom-heavy/more-inverted pyramids

(less-negative/more-positive biomass spectrum slope; [3]).

We hypothesize that the short-lived seasonal pulses of

forage fishes such as Pacific herring, reef fish recruits and

potentially other ephemerally abundant prey resources,

have this effect in our study system. Subsidies that enter com-

munities at small body sizes (e.g. zooplankton associated

with upwelling) will have the effect of increasing the total

amount of energy and biomass available to be propagated

to larger body sizes. If such subsidies are constant over

time, this will have the effect of broadening the base of

biomass pyramids, but may not affect the overall distribution

of body sizes (i.e. increase biomass spectrum intercept, with

no effect on slope). However, theoretical models suggest

that if production is pulsed, there will be a tendency for pro-

duction and biomass to be transient at small size classes and

to accumulate at larger sizes [50]. Hence, snapshot censuses

will be more likely to capture less bottom-heavy configur-

ations (less-negative/more-positive biomass spectrum

slopes). Given the highly seasonal nature of our high-latitude

study system, we suggest that this process is also likely to

contribute to the observed IBPs.

We recognize that we cannot quantify the nature or

source of subsidies in the current study. Because a single tem-

porally stable resource base is an underlying assumption of

the EEH with TTC null model, departures from expectations

from EEH with TTC provide a useful means for diagnosing

subsidies [25]. However, explicit tests of the hypothetical

mechanisms we describe here will be an important goal for

future work. In particular, disentangling the combined effects

of multiple trophic sources with the temporal and spatial mis-

matches between the scales of observation and production

described above should be a priority. This would require

detailed year-round surveys and dietary information, ideally

coupled with stable isotope data from fast-turnover tissues

(e.g. [51]). Mechanistic models that represent size-based

energy flow through multiple coupled trophic pathways

(e.g. [52]) will also be useful in addressing these questions.

Furthermore, detailed empirical and theoretical consideration

of how and when the scaling assumptions of EEH with TTC

may be violated in fish communities will be an important

avenue for future work.

Our study represents an important methodological

advance in estimating PPMR in that we explicitly account for

multiple sources of uncertainty to arrive at a probability distri-

bution rather than a point estimate. The probability

distribution for PPMR was centred around predators being

approximately 1000–2000 times heavier than their prey,

reflecting a strong positive relationship between trophic-level

and body size both within species and across the whole fish

community. Even while accounting for multiple sources of

uncertainty, our PPMR estimate is similar to estimates from

other size-structured marine communities—as might be

expected given that gape-size allometry is highly conserved

across fishes. In the North Sea, several point estimates of

PPMR for the fish community range from several hundred
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to several thousand [5,7,53]. Part of this variability stems from

the assumptions made in different studies. The only other

marine fish community of which we are aware for which

PPMR has been estimated is the Western Arabian Sea, where

the estimate was 2327 [21].

Our estimation of PPMR allows for uncertainty in D15N,

but there is also emerging evidence that D15N may scale posi-

tively with body size [37,54]. Because we did not account for

this scaling, the PPMR value we report here (and those from

previous studies) may be an over-estimate [54,55], which

would strengthen our argument for a paradox. Another

assumption which may be flawed, from the EEH with TTC

model, is that neither TE nor PPMR vary systematically,

and that singe mean values are representative for both of

these parameters. While there is some evidence that PPMR

and TE may in fact vary with body size it is thought

that they vary in a compensatory manner such that the

assumption of a single average value is acceptable [6]. Fur-

thermore, the implied departure from (log) linearity in the

relationship between trophic position in body size only

becomes apparent over a much wider range of body sizes

than we consider here. Hence our conclusions should be

robust to this assumption, but detailed empirical and theor-

etical investigation of both the values and implications of

TE and PPMR across the full range of body sizes in marine

ecosystems will be an important goal for future research.

We found a strong and consistent positive relationship

between trophic position and body size at the community

scale, but there was variation between slopes among species.

Flatter species-level slopes indicate that there is less change in

trophic-level with body size (e.g. yellowtail rockfish), while

lower intercepts would indicate species tend to forage preferen-

tially on smaller, lower tropic level, prey (e.g. black rockfish;

electronic supplementary material, table S2). The species-specific

natural history underlying variation among these relationships

will also be an interesting avenue for further study.
5. Conclusion
By making the first estimate of community PPMR for a reef

ecosystem, this study fundamentally advances our under-

standing of the processes underlying patterns of reef fish

community structure. Several authors have explained the

phenomenon of IBPs on reefs using closed-community

models (e.g. [1,56]), but our results highlight the importance

of recognizing the energetically open nature of reef fish

assemblages. In our system, this results in four to five times
more biomass of large fishes (1–2 kg) than expected. Subsi-

dies are ubiquitous; in fact, it has been argued that most

systems are subsidized, or energetically open [24].

Resource subsidies may lead to patterns of community

structure that are inconsistent with models that assume assem-

blages are energetically ‘closed’—and based solely on in situ
productivity [24,25]. Other research has highlighted the impor-

tance of the heterogeneity of production in space and time,

coupled with sampling scale, when describing the structure of

marine communities [57]. We suggest that focusing on how

reef communities are shaped by spatial subsidies and temporal

subsidies in the form of resource pulses, and on how the scale of

observation affects estimates of community structure, will be

fruitful lines for future inquiry. Developing new MTE-based

models that extend EEH with TTC to explicitly incorporate

terms for resource subsidies and multiple sources of energy

input would significantly advance the field and will be an

important goal for future theoretical work. We hope that our

findings will challenge reef ecologists to think carefully about

how the energetically open nature of reef fish communities

and multiple energetic pathways may play a pivotal role in

driving community structure across scales.
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